Hamilton Beach® Convenient Craft™ Rapid Cold Brew and Hot Coffee Maker
Cold Brew or Hot Coffee in Minutes - Making
cold brew coffee can seem like a daunting task
with the typical 12-to-24-hour time to brew. Enjoy
cold brew coffee faster with this rapid cold brew
and hot coffee maker by Hamilton Beach. Cold
brew coffee is easily made in less than six minutes
with taste you come to expect from your favorite
coffee shop. Prefer hot coffee? This versatile
coffee maker will have a hot cup ready in less than
three minutes. Control how strong you want your
cold brew or hot coffee by choosing the regular or
bold setting.
Cold Brew Coffee Brew Cycle – Cold brewed
coffee is known for its smooth and less acidic taste.
To create that same experience, this coffee maker
will create a one-ounce hot shot of water at the
beginning of the brew cycle and then pause to
allow that small amount to bloom. After the bloom,
cold water pushes through the grounds to finish
brewing.
Versatile Brewing – Brew a single cup of coffee or
remove the included stand to fill a 16-ounce travel
mug for a quick cup on the go.

DETAILS

Cost Savings - Load the coffee maker with your
favorite grounds versus using costly pods. Not
only will pod-free brewing save you money, but
you will also enjoy the taste of any rich and
flavorful ground coffee of your choice.

Product Name:
Hamilton Beach® Convenient Craft™ Rapid
Cold Brew and Hot Coffee Maker

Space Saving Design – You get two coffee
brewers in one machine with the slim, attractive
design that takes up less counter space. There’s no
need to buy a cold brew maker and a hot coffee
maker.

MSRP: $59.99

Model: 42500 (White) 42501 (Black)

Availability: July 2021
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